[Impairments of different kinds of memory in patients with ischemic stroke].
27 patients aged 47-64 years with left hemispheric ischemic stroke with similar cognitive and educational levels were examined. Pharmacotherapy of the stroke directed to improvement of both memory and thinking was taken into consideration. To evaluate both different kinds of memory and a degree of the cognitive functions' impairments in the patients with a local ischemic stroke in anterior, posterior and middle parts of the left hemisphere the following tests were used: evaluation of both the immediate memory of the digits and the short-term audio-verbal memory; short-term trials of the pathological action of interference; Benton test, Meily test; evaluation of the declarative, procedure, semantic, strategic, mediated, long-term kinds of memory. It is shown that remembering of the new information concerning verbal names, digits, was worse in mediobasal, frontal and temporal location of the stroke in the left hemisphere and depended on clinical manifestations of the disorders. The working semantic and strategic kinds of the memory were also damaged, while long-term memory (autobiographic, professional) was impaired in less degree.